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Instructions to Candidates 

1. Time allowed is three (3) hours. 
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3. Answer all questions in Part I and three (3) questions from Part II. 

4. The answers should be in English Language. 
 

Subject Subject Code 

Business Strategy and Policy  (BSP / SL 2 – 402) 
 

 

PART I  
 

Answer all questions 
 

Question No. 01 (40 Marks) 
 

Quality Luxury Caterers (Pvt) Ltd (QLCP) is an up market catering organization that entered the catering 

market in Sri Lanka in early 2016, founded by the entrepreneur turned Chef Malinda Samarawickrema. 

Malinda opted to settle down in Sri Lanka after obtaining a highly coveted degree from one of the prestigious 

hotel schools from Switzerland that specializes in preparing high quality food. Hailing from a respectable 

Kandy family, he has his share of the family wealth that he could invest in his business. He is assisted by one 

of his school time friends Deepal Jayawickrema, a renowned management consultant who was involved from 

the conceptual stage of forming QCLP from Malinda deciding to start his own business to commencing 

operations and incorporating the company and preparing its business plans. The initial business plan and the 

business strategy have been the outcome of several brainstorming sessions that Deepal conducted and 

moderated with Malinda, his sister Tanya who has a business degree in Finance and Management from a 

prestigious British University, Malinda‟s father a landed proprietor, and a couple of Malinda‟s close associates. 
 

The catering business in Sri Lanka is competitive with many firms catering to the varying demands from major 

ceremonies such as weddings, birth day parties and funeral houses to other family occasions. Business based 

catering is yet another area where such firms supply for business functions, ceremonies and occasions such as 

New Year day celebrations. Some firms also cater for day-to-day needs of serving tea/coffee as well as light 

savouries in large offices and most of such businesses are secured through tenders where price is an important 

determinant, given that cost consciousness is fast emerging as a business philosophy to create better value to 

their customers. Accordingly, the   industry consists of many industry players catering to numerous catering 

needs of varying magnitude and QLCP intends to compete with affluent customers who are not price 

conscious, on the basis of very high quality committed to using only fresh ingredients in food and beverage 

preparations. “A Business is always a risky proposition and may not be a bed of roses by any stretch of 

imagination. We need to watch our steps all the time but do not let that stifle your imagination and creativity. 

That is why we always advise our clients to define an appropriate „Vision‟ and a „Mission‟   at the very early 

stages of a business “was a piece of advice that Malinda received from Deepal during one of the recent 

management review sessions. 
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Having completed CMA examinations and after a period of comprehensive  training with one of the  principal 

Audit firms and exposure to their consulting practice, you have joined the management consulting business of 

Deepal as a member in his team of consultants and has been assigned to work at QLCP. Going through 

consulting working papers you learn of the following discussions and certain strategic decisions made already 

during the last couple of months. 
 

 QLCP aims to become the most sought after catering organization in the country (Vision). 

 Mission of QLCP as „Exceed customer expectations when providing food of their choice‟. 

 QLCP wants to operate as a very profitable entity creating shareholder value. 

 The company will always operate as a family company and will respect the community obligations 

with utmost respect. 

 QLCP will only borrow up to 20% of its equity value at all times. 

 
You are required to: 
 

(a) Evaluate the mission of QLCP and advise whether this needs to be improved.                (06 Marks)      
 

(b) Critically comment on the formulated „vision‟ of QLCP and suggest possible improvements, if any, that 

you may consider necessary.                                      (05 Marks)  
           
(c) Advise and explain the reasons behind your recommendations as to the business strategy that you will 

recommend QLCP adopt in achieving the strategic objectives of QLCP.                  (05 Marks) 

   

(d) Given the enormous significance of strategy implementation, you have been assigned the task of 

offering and advising QLCP with a comprehensive framework to implement strategy for QLCP as the 

main part of your consulting assignment. 

(i) Assuming you are advising CEO of QLCP who has no previous knowledge in connection with 

management related decision making, list and briefly explain to him four elements that need to be 

considered in finalizing an appropriate organizational structure for the company. 
 

(ii) You are required to list three more items or areas that QLCP needs to make appropriate decisions 

that would enable the company to effectively implement strategy. Support your answer with an 

example of a possible option under each such area.                    (14 Marks)      

                              

(e) Advice the strategic controls QLCP need to practice that will enable the company achieve its strategic 

goals and objectives. Please cite a specific example applicable to QLCP under each such control.  

                             (10 Marks) 

                                                                                                       (Total 40 Marks) 

End of Part I 

Part II   
 

Answer any three (3) questions 
 

Question No. 02 (20 Marks) 

 

(a) “Every company will have to make sufficient profits and pay attractive dividends and rising share values 

to attract and retain prospective as well as existing shareholders. This is no easy task by any means 

particularly when the risks are increasing because the investors will want more to compensate for such 

additional risks. Such risks are numerous and can range from business risks to financial risks. Therefore, 

in my view, Risk and Return are the sole concerns of a successful top management team.” 
 

The above were some views expressed by Felix Perera, the managing director of „Efficient Coal Power 

Company PLC‟ (ECPC) inaugurating and addressing the top management during their last annual 

strategic planning sessions in March 2016. 
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Assuming you are a management consultant participating in these sessions as a technical expert,   

critically comment, advise and explain Mr. Felix Perera about his views expressed as to the primary 

concerns  of  the team of top management of ECPC.              (12 Marks) 
 

(b) Briefly explain four areas apart from profitability, supported by citing an example under each area, that a 

commercial organization would consider important in formulating long term objectives.        (08 Marks)  

            (Total 20 Marks)      

                         

Question No. 03 (20 Marks) 

 

(a) Styling Hairdressing is a longstanding salon located in a spacious site in Nugegoda and is owned by 

Sandra Mawaduna a leading hairdressing personality in the country. As a leading professional in this 

industry, she has trained several ladies in the profession of hairdressing who have also established salons 

in some leading towns. The salon is currently facing severe competition with the advent of many salons 

that are being ventured in to by young new and upcoming female and male hairdressers without much 

experience but are preferred by customers who are prepared to trade off quality and styling for price. In 

the light of declining competitiveness Sandra is looking for options to achieve growth in sales as well as 

profitability. One of her school mates, now a business consultant, has proposed her two possible growth 

options both of which are available for investing right away. One alternative (labelled as option A) is to 

buy  the controlling interests of a  business located at Maharagama , that manufactures  a range of salon 

accessories such a scissors, combs, etc. where the consultant anticipates growing  and profitable 

business opportunities in the future. 
 

The second option (labelled as option B) is to buy the controlling share of another salon in Kotte 

belonging to one of Sandra‟s best students. The investment required for both the above options are 

almost similar amounts. 
 

You are required to briefly explain and evaluate the two above options form a „corporate strategy‟ point 

of view.                   (14 Marks) 
 

(b) Define the term „horizontal integration‟ and provide an example from the commercial world (The 

example could even be a hypothetical one).               (06 Marks) 

        (Total 20 Marks) 

 

 

Question No. 04 (20 Marks) 

 

(a) „Critical Success Factors‟ are those that make an industry more profitable compared to another 

industry‟. 
 

Comment on the above statement and also explain the relevance of critical success factors in strategic 

management. Also cite an example of a „critical success factor‟ that you are familiar with.     (10 Marks) 

 

(b) „Delegation is the art of coordinating between the CEO‟s of different divisions in large business 

organizations that is made of several strategic business units‟. 
 

 Comment on the above statement and discuss the role of delegation in strategy implementation.   

(06 Marks) 

 

(c) Briefly discuss the role of „values‟ in affecting strategic controls‟.                       (04 Marks) 

 (Total 20 Marks) 
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Question No. 05 (20 Marks) 

 

(a) The Marketing Director of a financial organization „Expensive Finance PLC‟ (EFP) has recently 

attended a management conference that also included concepts of business re-engineering. Currently 

EFP is experiencing a drop in their business volumes due to declining competitiveness of the company 

and has suggested to his managing director that the company undertakes a re-engineering exercise. 
 

The Managing Director Victor Mervyn invited you in your capacity as the company‟s finance manager 

for a discussion regarding the suggestion by his marketing director as he was quite puzzled of what the 

marketing director mentioned about EFP‟s competitiveness. This is because Victor Mervyn is confident 

that his company is offering the lowest interest rates for his loan products and also that the company‟s 

sales staff are very courteous and polite with the company‟s customers. 
 

He has now requested you to explain the concept of re-engineering and clarify how a re-engineering 

exercise can be of assistance to help solving EFP‟s competitiveness problem.           (12 Marks) 

 

(b) Briefly explain the difference between „Red Ocean‟ and „Blue-Ocean‟ strategies.          (08 Marks) 

(Total 20 Marks) 

End of Part II 

End of Question Paper 

 


